The Cellular Potts Model (CPM ) is a robust, cell-level methodology for simulation of biological tissues and morphogenesis. Both tissue physiology and morphogenesis depend on diffusion of chemical morphogens in the extra-cellular fluid or matrix (ECM ). Standard diffusion solvers applied to the cellular potts model use finite difference methods on the underlying CPM lattice. However, these methods produce a diffusing field tied to the underlying lattice, which is inaccurate in many biological situations in which cell or ECM movement causes advection rapid compared to diffusion.
I. INTRODUCTION
Advection-Diffusion equations (ADE ) describe a broad range of natural phenomena.
They occur in diverse field including physics [1] , chemistry [2] , biology, geology [3, 4] and even in migration and epidemiology [5] . They describe the flow (deterministic) and the spread (stochastic) of a density (of a chemical, heat, charge) which a fluid or deformable solid carries. The simplest ADE is :
where n is the density of the transported substance, D its diffusion constant (here assumed uniform in space) and − → v is the velocity field. The velocity field in turn couples to the pressure field of the medium through the Navier-Stokes equations. Though we can solve the problem analytically in steady state with simple boundary conditions, most physically relevant ADEs appear within sets of nonlinear coupled equations or with nontrivial boundary conditions where analytical solutions are not possible [6] . Hence a vast literature exists on how to solve ADEs. Most solvers use either finite difference (FD) or finite element (FE ) [7] schemes. Besides these deterministic approaches, several schemes use Lattice-Boltzmann (LB ) methods [8] like Flekkoy's method [9] , Dawson's method [10] , the moment-propagation method [11] . ADEs in general are difficult to solve in the absence of separation of diffusion and advection time scales or in the presence of moving boundaries. Most lattice-based methods locally refine the grid during solution to avoid instabilities.Moreover, explicit LB methods require time averaging of the torque to avoid instabilities [12] . Hence the computational cost of both LB and deterministic methods shoots up. Non-staggered FD grids may show grid-decoupling instabilities [12] . Also, all explicit methods require consideration of the general stability constraints from linear analysis, most notably the Neumann diffusive criterion linking the time step and the square of the grid size. In this article we try to address the problems associated with incorporating advection-diffusion in biologically-motivated, multiscale simulations, specifically those which use the Cellular Potts Model (CPM ) to model cell behaviors.
Diffusion of morphogens and flow of extra-cellular matrix (ECM ) are crucial to many biological phenomena, including wound healing, morphogenesis, e.g., during mesenchymal condensation or gastrulation [13] and the immune response where cells emerge from the microvasculature and migrate towards sites of inflammation to kill bacteria, other pathogens and cancer. The generic mechanisms common to all these processes are changes in cell velocities (chemotaxis) or/and differentiation in response to the temporal and spatial variations of chemical morphogens. Other classic examples of diffusion-driven morphogenesis involve
Turing instabilities. Turing instabilities arise due to different diffusion rates of two or more reacting chemicals resulting in competition between activation by a slow-diffusing chemical (activator ) and inhibition by a faster chemical (inhibitor ). Pattern formation during morphogenesis due to Turing instabilities is a subject by itself [20] .
Besides chemotaxis, the formation and rate of extension of pseudopods which crucially depends convective mass transport [14, 15] also influences cell motility. Hydrodynamic shear can also increase cell-cell adhesion efficiency by increasing the number of binding receptors.
Shear has a profound effect on neutrophil-platelet adhesion and neutrophil aggregation, key events in acute coronary syndromes like arterial thrombosis ( [16] ). Extensive work has shown that both fluid shear amplitude and shear exposure time modulate the interactions between polymorphonuclear leukocytes and colon carcinoma cells [17] . Gene expression and protein synthesis in endothelial cells also change upon application of arterial shear stresses [18] . In a prominent example, fluid shear allows optimal L-selectin-mediated leukocyte rolling only above a minimum threshold shear rate [19] . Hence multicellular modeling tools have to properly account for the advection-diffusion: diffusion influencing the spatial and temporal distribution of chemical morphogens, advection controlling the rates of cell collisions, deformation, receptor-ligand bond formation [21] , adhesion and enhanced mixing of chemical morphogens.
Simulations of the development of multicellular organisms take diverse mathematical approaches: continuum FE-based models [22] of reaction-diffusion which consider cell density as a continuous variable [23] , hybrid models like E-cell [24] and cellular automaton approaches [25] . Glazier and Graner developed the cell-level CPM, an extension of the energybased large-Q Potts model, for organogenesis simulations [26] . The basic CPM explains how surface binding energies drive cell movement and models cell sorting from an initial random distribution into different patterns depending on the cell adhesion coefficients at homotypic, heterotypic and cell-medium boundaries [27] . It also provides a platform on which to build simulations of a wide range of biological experiments by including additional mechanisms like directed active movement due to external fields, e.g. chemotaxis to a chemical field gradient, gravity or cell polarity. CPM applications include modeling mesenchymal conden-sation [28, 29, 30] , the complete life-cycle of Dictyostelium discoideum [35] , tumor growth [32] , vascular development [33] , immune response and limb growth [34] . Unlike the simple
Turing mechanism where cells have no feedback on the chemical field, most CPM implementations include this feedback which can give rise to completely different patterning from the Turing mechanism. In the CPM, patterns can arise under the influence of a single chemical field [13] due to cell movement, biased by gradients in cell-cell adhesion and cell-ECM binding, which is impossible in Turing mechanism. This unique mechanism also differs from chemotaxis, which requires long-range cell movement [29] .
All existing CPM implementations suffer from four main limitations: ( has no intrinsic concept of rigid-body motion. We will describe an algorithmic solution to this last problem, which makes the CPM look more like a FE simulation, in a future paper.
All of these problems result from the CPM spins being tied to the underlying lattice, rather than to objects they describe. The solution in each case is to adopt an FE approach suited to the CPM, which takes the behavior off-lattice. Applying standard off-lattice methods in the CPM has inherent problems. Since in the CPM cell movement occurs by boundary fluctuations, connecting normal FE fluid-solvers to the CPM at surfaces requires local grid refinement during cell movement to avoid numerical instabilities. Hence its computational cost is high.
To introduce advection-diffusion in the CPM correctly and efficiently, we propose an offlattice scheme consistent and in harmony with the CPM algorithm. We subdivide the ECM it can also model quasi-equilibrium dynamical properties [38] . Using deterministic schemes for spin flips, patterns often stick in local minima. Finite-temperature Monte-Carlo schemes circumvent this problem. These schemes accept a spin flip with temperature dependent Boltzmann or modified Boltzmann probability if the configuration encounters a potential barrier (a greater energy after the spin flip than before) [38] .
We pick a target lattice site at random and one of its alien neighbor, also selected at random and attempt to flip the target spin to the value of the selected neighbor. In the modified Metropolis algorithm we employ, if the spin flip would produce a change in energy ∆H, we accept the change with probability P given by
where T is the fluctuation temperature. T controls the rate of acceptance of the proposed move. For very large T , all the moves are accepted and the dynamics is a random walk in the absence of barriers, i.e. interaction energies included in the Hamiltonian are effectively zero producing a disordered phase. For very small values of T the dynamics is deterministic and can trap in local minima. We choose T as the median value of the distribution of ∆H, which is below the order-disorder phase transition temperature. All of our results are very robust with respect to variation of T . S. Wong has recently shown that optimizing the dynamics of the modified Metropolis algorithm requires changes to the acceptance probability in eqn. 2 [39] . However, we do not implement these changes here. Our unit of time is Monte-Carlo sweep (MCS ), where 1MCS = L 3 spin flip attempts, L being the system size.
The CPM adapts the Potts model to the context of biology. A CPM cell is a collection of lattice sites with same spin value (or index) σ i . Each cell has a unique spin σ (see fig. 1 ).
Cells may also have additional characteristics,e.g., a type τ . Links between different sites with spins define cell boundaries. So cells have both volume and a surface area. The volume, area, radius relation is highly non-Euclidean for small cells. the effective cell-cell interaction energy is:
where
At any time t, a cell, of type, τ , has a volume v(σ, t) and surface area s(σ, t). The volume is simple to define, v(σ 0 ) = i,j,k δ (σ 0 ,σ(i,j,k)) , whereas surface area is more complex, since it depends on the interaction range of the lattice, target λ v > other constraint energies. This compressibility makes little difference in low Reynolds number flow but makes pattern evolution less stiff. We also define a membrane elasticity, λ s , and a target surface area s target (σ, t) to maintain the generalized shape of the cells. The energy contributions due to surface and volume fluctuations are:
We can extend the Hamiltonian to include a uniform external force F , acting on all cells by including the term:
where r ijk is the position vector at the lattice site (i, j, k).
Previous CPM applications often treated fluid or ECM as a single large cell with no constraints. Here we take coarse-grained approach to describe ECM. We assume the ECM and mixing along with molecular diffusion of chemical morphogens. We restrict consideration to the highly overdamped viscous world that most biological cells experience, so our fluid particles lack inertia. We also restrict to situations where the velocity of movement is much less than the velocity of sound, which is one lattice unit per MCS.
We now introduce a relative velocity constraint between the cells/particles which faithfully captures the effects of shear due to the viscosity of the medium. In the CPM, velocity is a cell property defined as the displacement of the center of mass of the cell per MCS. Since the velocity gradient terms in the direction of the flow (e.g.,
) are the rate of change of volume [41] which eqn. 5 already includes, we need to keep only the contributions of cross terms of the form (
In an incompressible fluid (∇ · u = 0) the cross terms are the dissipation energy per unit volume [6] . In the CPM we model this term as :
+ cyclic permutation of (x, y, z),
where the j's are the indices of cells neighboring the ith cell and
is the distance between the centers of cell i and cell j. V ix is the x-component of the velocity of the ith cell. Since the cells are of irregular shape, we further weight the energy penalty by the cells common contact area S ij . We ensure that the cells are simply connected by using local connectivity checks during spin flip attempts. λ viscosity corresponds to the viscosity coefficient η in the Navier-Stokes equations.
η has dependence on other system parameters like J, λ volume and λ surf ace .
The net Hamiltonian including fluids is then :
Diffusion Scheme
Since the motion of the fluid particles takes care of advection, we need only to solve the diffusion on the current fluid particles configuration;
∂C( x,t) ∂t = D∇ 2 C( x, t), where we have assumed that the diffusion constant D is constant and isotropic. Including an anisotropic or spatially varying D is a trivial extension of our method. We assume that the fluid particles carry chemical morphogens, whose distribution is uniform over a given fluid particle.
Equivalently we can associate the chemical concentration with the center of mass of the particles and think of the diffusion as taking place between them (a FE view). Because the shape and volume of the fluid particles are irregular, their centers of mass do not correspond to lattice points. We then need a numerical scheme for diffusion among fluid particles. Few existing algorithms solve diffusion on a random or irregular lattice. The more sophisticated and accurate ones are computationally expensive [42] . We use a naive iterated Euler method, which is fast and stable and reproduces different biological experiments with good qualitative and fair quantitative accuracy. We could of course, use a more elaborate scheme, if necessary.
We locally average the concentration among the particles nearest neighbors. The particle neighbors change as the fluid flows. We approximate the Laplacian ∇ 2 C( r, t) (where C( r, t)
is the chemical concentration and r is the center of mass coordinate of a fluid particle) by [40] :
where R is the average radius of the fluid particles assuming them to be spherical (R = 
2 ), where η is viscosity, is a fitting parameter, R = 18 the radius of the cylinder and r is the distance from the axis of the cylinder. What is surprising is the excellent agreement (an error of < 5% with the analytical result despite the coarseness of the simulation (only 9 particles across the diameter). All lattice points inside a fluid particle have the same velocity, so regions where the shapes of the fluid particles are regular for most ensembles will produce plateaux in the velocity profile. Since in the CPM, the velocity of fluid particles is the center of mass velocity, a lattice point touching a boundary wall will have a small nonzero velocity as the center of mass of the corresponding particle lies in the interior (slip boundary). Since the energy contribution of the constraints near a boundary wall dominates the external applied force and the Monte-Carlo temperature, boundary particles are more regular in shape than interior particles. This regularity holds in all ensembles, hence the rms error in the velocity near a boundary wall is small as shown in fig. 3B and the velocity just near the boundary in fig. 2 has a small plateau. Reducing the size of the fluid particless compared to the typical length scales of the flow reduces these anomalies. Increasing λ viscosity increases the viscosity coefficient η. A future paper will study the relation between η and λ, Monte-Carlo temperature, fluid particle size, etc. We shall also show additional biologically relevant hydrodynamic flows.
We next verify our diffusion scheme under various biologically relevant conditions. CPM models using the modified finite temperature Metropolis algorithm have diffusion due to the movement of the CPM cells themselves which adds to the diffusion of chemical morphogens.
However for most CPM simulations, e.g. a temperature 0.1 and other parameter values used through out this paper, the diffusion coefficient of the CPM cells is ∼ 10 −4 pixel 2 /MCS, which is much smaller than the typical diffusion coefficient of ∼ 0.1, that we treat in this paper. Hence for pure diffusion in a static medium the fluid is effectively fixed. Besides the concentration profile of the diffusing chemical in a medium, diffusion in the presence of boundaries and moving source is crucially important in biology. We show that the results of our simple CPM diffusion from CPM agree very well with corresponding analytical calculations or finite element results. We also briefly discuss the validity of our method for diffusion in Poiseuille flow.
The four cases we discuss below employ fluid particles with a target volume v target = 27, unless we mention otherwise. The lattice has 100x100x100 sites. We equilibrate and quench to remove any disconnected cells which the finite-temperature equilibration produces [27] .
In our model a chemical source at a given lattice point gives all lattice points which belong to the fluid particle containing that chosen point the same concentration. We apply one diffusion step per MCS. The first three cases are for static fluids.
B. Two Sources with Reflecting and Absorbing Boundaries
We consider two point sources at 15, 50, 50 and 50, 50, 50 with initial concentrations (at t = 0) of 5 and 10 respectively. The chemicals diffuse from these instantaneous sources. The bounding planes of the cube are reflecting. Figure 4 plots the corresponding one-dimensional diffusion profile projection (with no ensemble average) after elapsed times t = 50 MCS, 100 MCS, 200 MCS and fitted to the exact solution C(x, t) =
+ exp
), D being a fit parameter. Here 
C. Two Sources with a Reflecting Obstacle inside the Medium
Since biological cells can be impermeable to many chemical morphogens, they can act as reflecting boundaries within the fluid medium. We check this situation for the simple test case of a cylindrical barrier with rectangular cross-section (15x15, pixels centered at (50, 50, 50) and the axis along the x-direction) within the fluid medium. As in the previous case, we place two point sources near the two opposite corners of the rectangle at (50, 40, 40) and (50, 60, 60). We recover the same diffusion coefficient as in the previous case. Fig. 7 plots the one-dimensional cross-section of the diffusion profile at three different z positions. 
D. Moving Continuous Source
Moving cells often secrete morphogens. Hence we correctly simulate cells' chemotactic response to secreted chemicals only if we faithfully reproduce diffusion from moving sources.
To test our simulation we assign an arbitrary fluid particle a constant concentration C 0 (continuous source) and uniform velocity v along the x direction. We keep the source sufficiently distant from the boundary to avoid boundary effects. At t = 0 the source is at x = 35 and moves with velocity u = 0.04 pixel/MCS. We fit the CPM chemical profile projection in the x direction (no ensemble average) with the 1D analytic solution: 
E. Taylor-Aris Dispersion in Poiseuille flow
We check the qualitative agreement of the dispersion coefficient obtained using our CPM 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have implemented fluid flow, advection and diffusion in the framework of the CPM, avoiding the programming complexity and computational demands associated with implementing a finite-element or finite-difference Navier-Stokes simulation and interfacing it with the CPM lattice. We have used three biologically relevant test cases to verify our method. All our results for diffusion in the presence of boundaries or moving sources agree very well with corresponding analytical or finite-element solutions. The errors in our scheme are large if we try to probe far below the diffusion time scale or the fluid particle length scale, but the results are qualitatively correct. Thus we must be cautious when applying this scheme to large P e number flows. The requirement that fluid particles remains connected, limits the method to low Re. However, since most biological mechanisms operate at low Re our CPM ADE solver is appropriate for many cell-level simulations.
